Innovation for
people on the go

Charge
Onboard USB port allows
for easy charging of
mobile devices.

Practical
Bluetooth is standard
with every device.

Power
Built-in power supply
reduces the number of
parts for you to manage
for added convenience.

DreamStation Go provides the portability and
packability travelers want and the effective
therapy they need.

Safe
Complies with FAA
requirements for
in-flight use.1

Compatibility
Device is compatible with
our DreamMapper monitoring
self-management tool.

RTCA/DO-160G section 21, category M.

You’re In control
Intuitive color touchscreen
offers quick, simple setup
and easy navigation.
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DreamStation Go

Anywhere you go

DreamStation Go

When compared to Philips 22mm performance tubing
RTCA/DO-160G section 21, category M.
2
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• Our smallest and lightest tubing1
• Our smallest PAP machine
• Our lightest PAP at less than two pounds
• Complies with FAA requirements2

Wherever your travels take you, sleep apnea
follows. That’s why DreamStation Go is an
indispensable travel partner, packing powerful
performance into a light, streamlined package.
It even has a convenient USB port to charge
your mobile device.

Convenience
without compromise

Packs performance anywhere you go

DreamStation Go
Whether you’re traveling for business or
venturing out on the vacation of a lifetime,
DreamStation Go provides an easy, reliable
and portable PAP experience when you
refuse to compromise.

When compared to against HDM Z1 and Somnetics
Transcend devices (2016)

Our sleek design has 1/3 fewer components
than other travel PAPs,1 and at half the size
of our trusted System One and DreamStation
platforms, DreamStation Go offers the same
therapy and comfort features enjoyed by
over 5 million PAP users.
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CPAP therapy
even ‘off the grid’

Overnight battery
When traveling to locations off the power grid,
it can be difficult for those with sleep apnea to
maintain their therapy. That’s why we developed
the DreamStation Go overnight battery.

DreamStation Go set at 10cm of pressure displayed
an average run time of 13 hours1 when running off
the Dreamstation Go overnight battery.

Medium travel kit
Kit includes a
protective case that
accommodates the
DreamStation Go and
overnight battery. Also
includes separate,
washable bag for your
mask and tube.

1
PAP
run-time test conditions: CPAP mode, pressure 10 cm
H2O, 12mm tubing, 37LPM of leak, 73.4 F room at an
elevation of 1650 ft.

Small travel kit
Kit includes an easyto-pack protective case
for the DreamStation
Go and a separate,
washable bag for your
mask and tube.

Learn more

Visit sleepapnea.com/dreamstationgo
or call 1-844-240-1649.

